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Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875

Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875 is a player character played by Semjax.

Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875

Species: Freespacer
Gender: Female

Age: 101)

Height: 5'4“
Weight: 142 lbs

Organization: Origin
Occupation: Pilot

Rank: PFC
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

OIF Salvation1.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'4” (162.56 cm)
Mass: 142 lbs (64.41 kg)
Measurements: 33C-24-37

Build and Skin Color: Lyra is a woman who has taken well care of her body, she is rather athletic and
exceptionally well toned all across her body. She has an ample bust, as well as decent sized hips. She
stands roughly at five-foot-five and weights in at one-hundred and forty-two pounds. Her legs are the
longer than average part of her body giving her most of her height, in comparison to her torso which is
not quite as lengthy. Her skin color is a fleshy pink much like most Caucasian like people.

Eyes and Facial Features: Lyra's eyes are almond shape, to the point a lot of times she gets confused
for a Yamatai Citizen. Her face is rather feminine, rounded, and slightly plump in comparison to a males
chiseled features. Her nose is flared out just a bit and pointed downwards ever so slightly. If one would
look closely, the left eye is actually synthetic and fake, but one would have to look relatively hard to
discover this, or at the very least scan her. Her lips are decently plump as well, giving her the lips for a
perfect pout expression should one ever see it.

Ears: Lyra's ears are surprisingly pointed, having carved down the tip of the ears over time to resemble
spiked tips to give her a slightly demonic look about her. Otherwise they are completely normal from the
rounded feature to the concave holes within the ears.

Hair Color and Style: Lyra's hair from root to tip is curly as can be. She has neon pink hair that lengths
to the middle of her shoulders, at the tip the hair is dyed navy blue to give it a weird look. The hair is
rather thick, and well maintained.

Distinguishing Features: Lyra has tattoo's located all across her left arm, a sheath to be exact,
painted of many different variations of weird and gothic like things. Furthermore it should be noted that
her right arm is actually completely mechanical having lost it in an accident years ago. One of her eyes
are also synthetic. She also has a tattoo over the eye that is synthetic with a symbol known as 'THIEF'.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Lyra has a rough personality, and is a hard person to work with due to her lack of ability to
trust anyone without extensive knowledge of whom they are and what they do. Despite her trust issues,
she is a large flirt, and extremely promiscuous willing to shag pretty much anything with reproductive
organs. She is hardly emotional in any sense, but has a flaring temper involving two subjects: Her Past
(Including the Brand), and her arm. Despite this she is exceptionally loyal to her job that hired her
despite the fact that she was once an active criminal, and would blindly follow them without question.

Likes: Origin, Sex, Machines, Airships, Piloting
Dislikes: Judgmental people, People who gawk, People who look down on her.
Goals: To fly the fastest ship in the universe.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Viola (Mother|43)
Unkil 2) (Father|51)

Pre-RP

Lyra was born on the Mothership Starcrusher located within deep space several years ago. Born to
Voidwalker Unkil Six One 61-8932-9912 and Mastermind Viola Five Nine 59-7362-1902, an
astronaut and a scientist on the Starcrusher. She was very interested in starships and fighter ships at a
young age, always sneaking away from school and other activities to go to the space station on the
Mothership, to sneak in and watch people repair and build starships and fighterships. Due to this she'd
always get in trouble with her parents, however she continued doing it because she loved it.

Naturally, this made her want to become a Starships operator and pilot of figherships. So she set that as
her career goal and learned as much as she could about both. Eventually she graduated and took a job at
the Aeronautics station on the Mothership. Things went smooth for a long time, until one day something
happened.. She had been working on a ship, and it collapsed from what was holding it up.. this mistake
lead to her getting her arm crushed, and rendered useless. She was required to get a prosthetic and was
fired on the basis that she was a workplace hazard.

Annoyed, angry, confused, she took to a life of crime and began stealing. Naturally, she was caught after
a bit, and her right arm was branded with THIEF. Her time in jail, while brief, was rather enlightening as
she realized there was more to the universe then her Mothership, and that she could be better then what
she was with the help of another prisoner who had left the mothership for a few years only to return
later. When she got out of jail, she had found that her father had died on a exploration into space, the
money he left her was used to get supplies while she took out a loan to get her ship.. The ship was then
used for her to go out and explore the universe herself. She named the ship Ladybird and went off to
explore, eventually coming across origin and becoming an employee of it. She spent several years there,
working in different places before finally coming across the OIF Salvation, which was her latest
assignment.. She took her ship and headed towards the Salvation.

Skills

Starship Operations

Having been interested in this from a young age, she has extreme skill in both piloting a massive
starship, as well as a fighter ship. She has been known to do amazing feats of aeronautic variety in a
Fightership, and probably feels more at home in a fightership then she does on actual ground.
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Mindware

Freespacers all have basic neural tech installed at birth for childhood education. These may be used later
in life to accelerate learning ability, allowing a Freespacer to learn a skill in a fraction of the time it may
take most humanoids. These also provide a small digital memory bank, allowing one to privately record
and store memoirs, or share these with others. Finally one can download reference books or instruction
manuals into this digital memory, giving others the illusion that a user knows much more than they truly
do. This skills also allows them to stay connected to Polysentience and to access the collective
consciousness of their race, and to remotely connect and interface to most technology.

Vehicles

Along side Piloting starships, she has also made it her interest to know how to drive pretty much any
other vehicle known to her. She is the most capable at piloting Mecha, however she can also if needed
pilot cars, hovercraft, Boats, Trains, and normal Planes.

Mathematics

Mathematics is a major part of learning Aeronautics and piloting both a starship and a fightership. As
such she learned it to the best of her capability, she is quite knowledgeable in things from Statistics to
Quantum Theory all of which help her pilot all the better.

Maintenance and Repair

Something she has learned herself over the course of her many years watching and working at the
Aeronautics station on her mothership. She has learned how to maintain and repair different aspects of a
starship and fightership allowing her do routine maintenance and repair.

Combat

Lyra is decently trained in combat, having worked for Orisec a year now. Beyond that she had also been
trained to handle combat by her mothership before she left. While she's not trained to a military level,
she can definitely hold her own in a fight, and can even use power armor to some degree.

Inventory

Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875 has the following items:
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Clothing

1x Origin Industries Uniform
3x Origin Security Uniform
5x white T-Shirt with OI Logo
5x panties with OI logo (white, black, green, blue, and gold) 3)

5x Bra with OI logo (White, black, green, Blue, and gold) 4)

5 pairs of black Socks

Weapons

1x Standard Energy Pistol
4x Interchangeable High-Volume Capacitor

Standard General Assault Rifle
4x Interchangeable High-Volume Capacitor

Hygiene

1x Hygiene kit
1x toothbrush
1x tube of toothpaste
1x bar of soap
1x bottle of shampoo

2x white towel with OI logo
1x Yukata, black, with OI logo.

Miscellaneous

1x Styrling Muur Armor 5)

Starship

Ladybird 6)

Finances

Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875 is currently a in the .

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

Current Loan
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Loan Remaining Payments
18000 0
Character Data
Character Name Spacecase Lyra Six Nine 69-7182-8875
Character Owner Semjax
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1)

22.5 Physically
2)

Deceased
3) , 4)

Female only
5)

In Origin Colors, with OriSec logo
6)

Painted pure black with red bloody fangs on the front to give the illusion of a monster
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